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Background:  Research about small group dynamics shows that the better the members know 
each other, the more likely they are to seek harmony and consensus.  Familiarity tends to breed 
consensus, yet wiser decisions occur when there is a conscious effort to avoid “groupthink.”  The 
best antidote has been shown to be designating someone to provide not just a dissenting view, 
but ensuring the big picture, macroeconomic issues are not overlooked.  Even though we may not 
try to estimate the likelihood of unforeseen events, we should devote some time to considering 
what these events might be.   
 
Additionally, studies reveal that humans are incapable of approaching complex decisions with an 
unbiased, white board, blank slate, open mind.  We are simply too imprinted by our past 
experiences and plagued by innate cognitive biases to be completely objective.  Our brain seeks 
generalizations and patterns over ambiguity and randomness. 
 
As Stephen Jay Gould has observed “Objectivity cannot be equated with mental blankness; 
rather, objectivity resides in recognizing your preferences and then subjecting them to especially 
harsh scrutiny.”  Despite all the academic research in finance, part of the art of investing is still 
recognizing the limits of the art of investing (hence the recent explosion of the behavioral finance 
field).   
 
One challenge business plans present is that they routinely cover the factors that management 
plans to manage, but routinely overlook the factors that can cause their demise and yet are 
outside their control.  Daniel Kahneman refers to this as “WYSIATI” (meaning “What You See Is 
All There Is”) in his bestselling book (Thinking, Fast and Slow).  Prompting thought about 
unaddressed success factors is the main goal of the Designated Skeptic routine to be completed 
by every OTAF Due Diligence Team (DDT).  
 
The Designated Skeptic’s Job Description:  Over the last 10+ years only a small subset of 
OTAF’s members (about 40%) have populated our DD teams, so familiarity may start to affect our 
investment decision making.  Therefore, each OTAF DDT should elect a “Designated Skeptic” 
who will encourage his/her teammates to consider these four questions and document the results 
for our files: 
 
1)  Have we adequately considered all the critical exogenous variables (especially those not 
mentioned in the Business Plan)?  Some examples are: 
 A)  The economy…..U.S. and global 
 B)  New technology which might surface 
 C)  Political climate 
 D)  Patent/Patent Office and FDA climate 
 E)  M & A (and IPO?) activity levels 
 F)  Potential legislative changes in taxes and capital gains rates 
 G)  VC funding appetite in the industry (a hot sector for them?) 
 H)   Changes in global commodity prices (if applicable) 
 I)   Foreign Exchange Rates (if the venture will rely on international sales or suppliers) 
 J)  Any other factors which could affect the willingness and ability of the likely funding  
  sources for the next rounds of capital (both dilutive and non-dilute) 
 
2)  Have we unknowingly embraced any unstated premises or assumptions?  (Examples might 
be: A) The Cleveland Clinic is a world class heart hospital so any cardiac idea/device involving 
the Clinic will probably be successful.  B) The entrepreneur’s last venture was successful so this 
one will be too…..or the converse. C)  The venture’s VP of marketing previously worked at a 
multi-billion dollar company so surely must know how to bring a product to market.    



 
3)  How much time has the team spent discussing non-confirmatory information?  Is this 
adequate in order to encourage dissenting views? 
 
4)  Does the team have any obvious biases which have not been aired? 
 
Note:  The Designated Skeptic’s goal is not to be a naysayer, but rather to encourage 
consideration of dissenting views plus address the “Uncontrollables.” which management may 
downplay or have overlooked. 
 
 


